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‘What happens when I introduce a structure for pupil-led discussion in the classroom?’ 
 
Rationale 
 
At the heart of a Curriculum for Excellence is the pupil at the center of learning, with children being 
offered opportunities to learn through experience and discovery. In order for learning to be truly 
pupil-led, children need to be invited into every stage of the learning process. Pupil talk serves a 
range of cognitive functions to allow students to think and learn from their surroundings (Pay, 
2016), and is a key tool for problem solving and social development. It is said that teacher’s ask up 
to 300 questions of their pupils every day, yet research shows that teachers are prone to dominate 
classroom talk (Vogler 2005). Questions tend to focus on low level cognitive skills such as recall of 
facts, which do not give the opportunity for pupils to develop higher-order thinking (Lefstein and 
Snell, 2011).  
 
I have been interested in promoting productive learning talk in the classroom in order to enhance 
pupils’ sense of ownership over learning and develop higher-order thinking skills. The importance 
of pupils taking responsibility for learning is highlighted by Black and William (1998), who advocate 
pupil-led talk and reflection as a priority for raising attainment. I was particularly interested in 
observing how pupils are able to apply the language of reflection in various contexts. My hunch 
was that by introducing a structure for pupil-led discussion in a specific area of learning, the skills 
of higher-order thinking would transfer to all curricular areas.  
 
Aims 
 
This enquiry aims to investigate the impact of introducing a specific structure for pupil-led 
discussion in the classroom. By implementing a simple format for pupils to lead plenary discussion 
and reflection, the impact on classroom culture and pupil engagement was observed and 
evaluated. 
 
Methodology 
 
This enquiry was conducted over a four-week period in a Primary 2/3 class, and observations 
were made through the interdisciplinary topic of Famous Inventors. A specific 3-part structure for 
pupil-led discussion was introduced in order to gather data on pupil participation and higher-order 
thinking skills. Due to the nature of the enquiry, qualitative data was the main form of evidence 
collected. 
 
Introduction of Structure for Discussion 
 
Brookhart (2010) advocates the power of open discussion for the formative assessment of higher-
order thinking; therefore a structure was designed and introduced to encourage open discussion in 
the class. The 3-part structure for pupil-led discussion comprised; 

1. Responding to the question 
2. Contributing with your thoughts or ideas 
3. Continuing the discussion or ask a follow up question 

 
In order to further encourage pupils’ reflection and ownership of learning, children were given a 
self-assessment sheet to evaluate their success in following the structure. 
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Observation During Pupil Led Discussion 
 
The principal method for data collection was teacher observation and notes during plenary 
discussion and reflection on learning. Questions were generated related to the hierarchy of 
Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom et al.,1956), and used particular language to promote higher order 
thinking skills. In week one, pupils were presented with an open-ended question relating to topic 
learning; “What was the best invention ever and why?”. The number of pupils who were confident 
to answer the question was recorded and used for comparison at the end of the investigation.  
 
During the second week of the study, pupils were asked to take on the role of the teacher and 
select a question related to the lesson. Notes were recorded of those who responded to questions 
when posed by a peer as opposed to a teacher. Pupils were encouraged to continue the 
discussion by asking a ‘follow up question’ to someone else in the class.  
 
In the final two weeks of the investigation, pupils were given the option to generate their own 
questions for one another, using a framework of Bloom’s higher order questioning. Questions were 
posed as open-ended sentence starters, and framed with the opportunity for pupils to respond 
directly to one another’s contributions.  
 
Exit passes 
 
As well as this, pupils were asked to complete exit passes each week for “how I feel about 
answering questions in the class”, to determine whether pupil engagement had been enhanced 
through the introduction pupil-led discussion. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Findings 
 
Through the use of a specific structure of questioning and discussion, pupils became more 
comfortable in contributing to learning discussion. Observations showed that when questioning 
was pupil led rather than teacher led, pupils offered more thoughtful and eloquent responses. 
There was also an increased wait time of 5 or 6 seconds, as pupils allowed one another time to 
respond. This is supported by the research of Rowe (1986), who found showed that increased wait 

 

My Discussion Checklist 
 

 

✔ 

 
I listened to the person who was talking 

 

 
I did not talk over the other person 

 

 
I looked at the person who was talking 

 

 
I asked a question when my partner finished talking. 

 

Exit Passes: “I enjoy sharing my thoughts in class discussions” 
Week Red: Never Amber: 

Sometimes 
Green: Often 

1 2 10 13 
4 2 5 18 



time led to considerable improvements in pupil responses, particularly to their cognitive 
processing. 
 
The two exit passes suggest a significant correlation between pupil engagement with structured 
plenary activities, and confidence in sharing ideas and thoughts during whole class discussion. 
This has been particularly positive for pupils who lack confidence or tend to disengage. 
 
 
In analysing the results of the investigation, it became clear that there was a relationship between 
the use of pupil-led discussion, and pupils’ engagement and ability to reflect. 

The chart below compares the number of responses during teacher and pupil-led 
discussion questions: 

 
 
Conclusions 
 
The results of this enquiry were generally conclusive, and showed a positive correlation between 
the use of a structure for pupil discussion, and pupils’ increased confidence to ask and answer 
questions in the classroom. We also found that through this use of pupil led discussion, most 
pupils became more confident to generate their own questions using the language of reflection. 
The overall findings were positive, particularly for pupils who lack confidence or tend to disengage. 
A noticeable observation in the data findings was the relationship between pupil-led discussion on 
a topic, and their subsequent engagement with further learning related to that topic. It was found 
that pupils responded positively to the opportunity to share their thoughts in discussion with peers, 
and to a certain extent were able to further discussion. However, the study could be improved by 
being carried out over a more substantial period of time, so that pupils could benefit from more 
time to embed the structure and grow in confidence with the use of language.  
 
Implications for Future Practice  
 
In conducting this research, I have been convinced of the benefits of structuring pupil-led 
discussion in the class for promoting productive learning talk. For pupils at all levels of ability, 
learning has been enriched through the integration of higher-level thinking skills within tasks.  
Blatchford et al. (2003: 158) recognise the motivating nature of peer relationships as a factor of 
shared cognition, due to the horizontal sharing of power, which contrasts the pupil-teacher 
relationship. This study has led me to more deeply recognise and value the distinctly different 
nature of adult-child versus child-child relationships in the classroom.  
 
The findings of this investigation will be shared with colleagues in the school, and discussed within 
a collaborative cross-sector group.  Future research would be beneficial to further explore the 
impact of higher order questioning in pupil reflection and cognition. 

Week Question posed by: Number of 
responses 

Number 
of follow 
up 
questions 

 1 Teacher 6 -  

 2 Pupils 4 1 

 3 Pupils  6 3 

 4 Pupils                   (self-generated)  8 5 
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